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Burnside spends yesterday
afternoon on the basketball
courts with fellow FIJI
brother Joe "Howdy"

A bright
future

Howdyshell 'We're just
hanging out. enjoying
life and riding bikes.

The outlook for

Burnside said Burnside

computer science

and Howdyshell grew up

majors is beginning

together, were separated
*hen they attended rival

to look brighter

high schools and were

in these troubled

reunited as part of the

times | Page 3

A1AINA BUMS

What is a
philosopher?

same FIJI pledge class

Crosswalks called
into question after
man hits two students

Students listen to
a panel of University
alumni as they
discuss possible career
paths for philosophy
students | Page 5

Schools find
ways to beat
rising costs

WIND

5.9%

By Hannah Spading
IB

Columnist Marisha
Pietrowski discusses the
unusual ways schools
are finding to survive
during the economic
crisis | Page 4

Painter
kills eight
A painter shot
and killed eight
individuals in a

()n March :t. freshman Evan I Hetsch
.ind sophomore Lindsay Blosser
were hn by a car as they were crossing Mercer Road
Dietsch. Blosser and Dietscbs
roommate were crossing in front
of the lee Arena near Hidge Street
Ihey used the crosswalk and activated tlit- flushing yellow lights the

Carolina | Page 5

Track team
starts with a win

50-year contract to build coal-fired power plant

Dietsch pushed Blosser out of the way
of a car while crossing Mercer Road

By Ella Fowler
Rpporrer

city installed last year. As they started
walking across the street, a brown
2(101 Buick traveling toward them at
35 \ll'l I didn't yield I Hetsch pushed
Blosser out the way; the cur clipped
her tool. I licisch wasn't as lucky.

car. She turned uround in time to see
htm fly about 30 feet thmugh the air.
land on his head and then roll a few
times in the street.
Blosser did not get hit fully, but

Blosser said she remembers hearing a thud as I )ietsch was hit hy the

See CROSSWALK Page 2

A controversial and complex issue iselc-i
trifying the city oi Bowling Green.
In October2007, BowlingGreen signed
a 50-year contract to build ,i coal powei
plant in Meigs Count) In Southeastern
Ohio to be opened in 2013.
Since 2(Xt7. several organizations and
community members have voiced their
opinions on the issue saving the) do mil

suppon the city's division iii sign the
contract

Stroh Center referendum

"People-want todebatcthccontract now.
I wish I had heard from them IK months
ago." suid Kevin Maynaid, BowlingGreen
utilities director, "Because now is not the
time to hack out of the legal obligations

completed, but not over yet
Even though the votes have been counted and USG's
resolution has been upheld, some students are still concerned

The Falcon tiack team
opened the season

you have created.''
rheBG News took an in-depth look at
the debate sum unding the plant, includ
ing information about why Maynaid saj s
it is necessaiy and why organizations like
Ohio Citizen Action say there are other
ways to get our energy.

on a positive note,
By India Hunter

winning against both

.....

Toledo and Central
Michigan | Page 7

Rugby wins
tournament
After two days of
competition with the
finest rugby teams in
the Midwest, the rugby
team won its second
Midwest Tournament
crown | Page 7

Even though the Stroh Center
referendum vote is over, discussion continued during last
night's Undergraduate Student
Government meeting regarding
the veiling process.
Two complaints were filed by
Students concerning the online
vote. One complaint was about
the word "fully" being included in
the resolution.
The resolution that appeared
on the ballot said "... the
Undergraduate
Student
Government, representing the
Student Body of Bowling Green
State llmversitv isfulh supportive
..." I he word "fully" was amended
out of the ballot but appeared by

mistake.
The issue was resolved, according to Chief Administrator
Brandon Sallad and President
John Waynick.
"The issue was a clerical one for
which I will completely lake the
blame for." Waynick said.
Despite the technical error,
Sallad said it didn't affect the
meaning of the resolution.
The second complaint dealt
with another technical problem
which caused the online voting

BACKGROUND
The city ol BowlingGreen i-,i municipal
utility and is overseen by a Bve member
board that isappointedbythemayorand
confirmed by dry council.
"A municipal utility just means the i it\
owns it." Maynaid said "We are not like
loledo Edison, which isdiffereni because
the) are a private investor owned for
profit company. We on the other hand
are owned hy the lily."

In 1961, BmvlingGreen and otherOhio
municipal utilities formed unerican

See USG | Page 3

Municipal I'nwei Ohio, which now is

k

the wholesale power supplier and service agenc) for l_" municipal electric
systems in Ohio. Kentucky Michigan,
I Vnns\ l\ unui. Virginia and West Virginia.
It is nothing more than an organization created bj Bowling Green and
other municipal electric utilities to work
together and gel someol the economies
oi scale that large investoi owned utilities get." said Maynaid, a member of the
board ol VMP-Ohio. "Before \MP-Ohio
we had to negotiate on our own with utility companies."
Maynaid compared Wll'-ohio to a
co-op, adding they have been working on
Bowling Greens power supprj arrangements for 20 years.
In l!(HH. BowlingGreen and 13 other
AMP-Ohio communities negotiated
a 20-year contract with loledo Edison,
now called First Energy, for 60 megawatts of base load power, which is the
minimal power the city uses iii energy,
in December ol last year the contract
expired, and I irst Enetgj did not want to
renew the contract, MaynardsakL
Howling Green then began looking at
oilier ways III receive energj to ensure
the 60 megawatts Ol base load power
needed to run the citj was maintained.
I he cii\ of bowling Green current!)
receives powei from various resources,
including wind turbines, hydroelectric
powei. i Ihio landfills and other sources,
In2007, coal Bred plains made up an estimated 75.3 percent of Bowling Greens
energj resources.
However, Maynaid said using renewable resources, like wind turbines and
hydroelectric plants, isn't enough io fulfill
the city's base load needs.

Don't (orget to vote for your next USG
tep'esentatives this week Gel informed

See COAL

by reading about tlie candidates
platforms at wvm.bgviews.com

Obama demands
for new concessions
from GM. Chrysler

SunDial succeeds in reducing waste through Green Dining Initiative
By Becky Tener
Reporter

"I was happy to see how many creative
ways the employees tried to educate

TRAVIS COOK

A suspect in the SunDials Green
Dining Initiative was busted last
month. Freshman Keith McBrayer
was found using a glass plate, real
silverware and eating in — he wits
caught "green-banded."
McBrayer was participating
in the Sundial's taught Green
I landed:
The Green Dining
Initiative to help make the dining
hall more environmentally friendly I le was one of over UK) students
who won a green water bottle
lor being caught making greener
chillies. McBraya said he usually
Hies to use real plates and silverware so he thought it was exciting

Senior. Theater and Film

to be rewarded for doing it

Where do you think
most of Bowling
Green's energy
comes from?

"Hamsters.

| Page 4

T don't want to he wasteful,"
he said. "So I try to make better
choices."
Eliminating waste and finding ways the University can saw

5.9%

Controversy still brews after city council approved
Lindsay Blosser and Evan Dietsch

shooting rampage in a
nursing home in North

10%

1.4%

David Espo

people as they came through the lines.
Because learning firsthand is the key."

WASHINGTON -- President
Barack Obama asserted unprecedented government control
over the autoindustry yesterday,
bluntly rejecting turnaround
plans by General Motors Corp.
and Chrysler LLC, demanding
fresh concessions foi long-term
federal aid and raising the possibilit) of quick bankruptcy for
<-i I In -i ailing auto giant.
Oh.mi,i look the cxtraordiII.IIA step of announcing the
government will back new car
warranties issued by both GM

Nick Hennessy | University Sustamab I

resources and money is why
the Green Dining Initiative was
stalled, said Nick Hennessy, the
University's sustuinability coordinator, lie said he helped the
SunDial make some changes to be
more environmentally friendly by
using more recycle bins, encouraging students to eat in and use
real plates and silverware.
"They made great progress,"
Hennessy said. "Once people knew
what the procedure was, there was
a clear change."
I lennessy stud he was surprised
how quickly the staff and students

embraced the initiative and took it
seriously.
"I was happy to see how many
creative ways the employees
tried to educate people as they
came through the lines." he said
"Because learning firsthand is the
keyOne of the ways employees
persuaded students to choose the
greener option was in the ftxxl
lines. After they said what they
wanted, the employees would ask.
See SUNDIAL | Page 2
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and Chrysler, an attempt to

GM:

GM "age 6
■
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.we'd have it all

Dude,
if
we lived at
Copper Beech...

FREE Internet
• FREE cable
FREE private shuttle
> Private baths
> Furnished if needed
• Full-size dishwasher
Full-size washer
and dryer

> Shuttle service to
bars on Friday &
Saturday nights
• Full-size washer
and dryer
"> and much more...

r: per Beech
'
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BLOTTER
THURSDAY,
MARCH 26
9:28 P.M.
Complainant reported her wallet and keys were stolen from the
Student Rec Center.
9:37 P.M.
Staff member reported someone
possibly throwing paint on the new
wall west of University Hall. An officer checked the area and advised it
//as chalk

FRIDAY
MARCH 27
1030 A.M.
Complainant reported a Wal-Mart
customer was slashing vehicle tires
in the parking lot. causing approximately $350 m damages.
10:59 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown
subjects knocked over a row of
mailboxes for an apartment complex on 7th Street.
11:40 A.M.
Complainant reported his wallet was
stolen from Commons.
12:48 P.M.
Compton Hall staff reported an
unwanted male in the building. The
male said he was not allowed in the
building because he used another
student's Pit to obtain a lock-out
key and enter the person's room.
He was given a verbal warning for
trespassing and told to stay out of
the buildina

conduct while intoxicated. Hamad
Alyami. of Bowling Green, was cited
for obstructing official business and
disorderly conduct while intoxicated.
Both subjects were observed fighting on State Street and told officers
they were just playing around. Due
to the physical evidence of the fight,
citations were written and both subjects were housed at Wood County
Justice Center.
5:00 A.M.
Complainant requested officer for
several residents not getting along
m Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority
house.
9:52 A.M.
Complainant reported a broken
window at University Hall.
2:05 P.M.
Complainant reported a theft from
the bookstore at the Union.
4:26 P.M.
One student will be referred to student discipline for alcohol violation
in Mac North.
6:31 P.M.
Complainant reported subjects possibly smoking marijuana. Subjects
were smoking tobacco from a
hookah.
9:43 P.M.
Kevin Brenner, of Sylvania. Ohio,
was cited for dnving under suspension Bronner and Evan Jakes, also of
Sylvania. were cited for drug possession and drug*paraphernalia. A minor
was cited and will be referred to the
juvenile prosecutor.

SATURDAY,
MARCH 28

SUNDAY
MARCH 29

12:35 A.M.
Dunbar Hall staff reported alcohol
in a room and one guest had no
ID. Hall staff advised the guest had
produced their IDs and the alcohol
was poured out before the officer's
arrived.

3:09 A.M.
Complainant reported his vehicle was
involved in a non-injury accident at
Willard and Ridge Streets. Anthony
Guernni. of Hudson. Ohio, was cited
for driving while intoxicated.

1:21A.M.
Two subjects were assisting an
intoxicated juvenile female in Lot 7.
2:59 A.M.
Faisal Al-Shamman. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly

CROSSWALK
From Page l
when ihc car hit her foot it bruised
all her tendons and left a big gash
in the back of her ankle She didn't
even notice her injuries until she
got to the hospital.
"I honestly didn't know I got hit
until I got to the hospital because I
was more worried about him," she
said. "My boyfriend was lying lifeless in the middle of the road."
Dietsch doesn't remember
much about the accident. All he
knows is what other people told
him because he was unconscious
for about 10 minutes after he was
hit.
"1 don't remember anything," he
said. "I don't remember if I jumped.
I don't remember where I hit the
car, but apparently there was a

SUNDIAL
Fiom Page 1
"You want to go green with that
today?"
"People wanted to know why
Ithey were askedl and it prompted
them to leant about the initiative."

he said.
Going green in the food lines,
according to llennessy, involved
using glass plates and not getting
fixxl to-go.
"Many of the employees got students to change their mind and
switch," he said.
One place llennessy said he
was shocked to see change was
the newly enforced recycling of
steel cans in the kitchen.
"I had to go everyday |to empty
the bins] because they were full to
overflowing," he said. "They used

Dietsch may not remember
die accident, but he knows it was
real because of the injuries it left
behind, He lost most of the teeth
in the front of his mouth, and
received a broken jaw, a fractured
nose and a minor concussion. He
also has a big scrape on his right
side and a chunk missing from his
right fool where his shoe came off

after he was hit
"I was spitting out teeth and
blood when I woke up," he said.
The driver was a 67-year-old
man. I le was charged with failure
ti) yield and fined $ 120.
Dietsch and Hlosser said they
think something other than just
the Hashing yellow lights should
lie put in at the crosswalks on
Mereei Road, such as stop signs
or actual stoplights. Ihey Imlh
said they have friends who have

them that much,"
Not throwing those cans away
also saved money Ixiause it lessened the cost of taking waste to
the landfill. 1 lennessy said.
The SunDial can also make
money from recycling steel
Ixiause each pound is worth
eight cents. 1 lennessy said a recycling container holds about 2!>
pounds and if every dining hall
filled theirs' up as much as the
SunDial, it adds up.
The SunDial was able to fill

2!) containers, fiHfi pounds in all.
earning about $60.
llennessy also said students
recycled more, using two more
containers on Ixith sides of the
Dial for plastic. They also decrease
in use of napkins, logo containers, paper cups and plastic sil
verwarc.
Through the Green Dining

almost Ixiii hit at the same location because it is four lanes across
and people tend to drive loo last

and not pay attention
University Mice It. David
Weddey ageed thai the area
around the crosswalks is danger
ous.
"I know everyone nets a false
sense of security with lliose lights
Hashing," he said. "Il would teal
ly be helpful if Ridge Streel and
Mcrcci was a four way stop."
\Wckley said it has gotten better
since the road was re|>aved. but
the area could still lie improved
upon and made safer
"You can always make everything a link' better," he said.
Howling Green Mice Lt limy
Hetridk said il would lake more
than one accident like I )ielsch and
Hlosscr's to change the traffic sig
liaison Menu Uoad.lle said time

Initiative, the SunDial was able
to Cut down on supply COS) by 5
percent, which equals about sstxi
a week in savings.
"Thai might not seem like a
lot. but S500 multiplied by tour
weeks in a month, multiplied In'
9 months ... and then also tak
ing into consideration the other
dining halls on campus and
the Union, the numbers could
become significant and there is
obviously something very worth
while to pursue as far as actual
and potential cost savings," he
said.
Ryan Czech, the SunDial food
sen ice coordinator, said lie
thought the initiative went well
and many Students learned from
it.
"People became more aware
of certain hems and il they wi re
usingiliingsiiiat could be recycled

would have to IK' more research
and several studies done before
that could happen.
■ Idoni liclievc one incident like
ili.it would trigger a change in the

traffic engbieermg," he said
llelriek said llicotelieally the
Hashing yellow lights should lie
enough warning tn make drivers

slop
"If a pedestrian is in the crosswalk, the driver is. by law, required
to slop."hesi'id.

Dietsch said driven nun be
required by law to stop, but thai
doesn't niressanly mean the) will,
and ii is better to lie extra cautious
than to lie thrown 30 feet by a
mining vehicle.
"Doni assume they! stop, doril
assume they'll see," he said."I tori)
mm mi the lights and jnsi stall
walking because its not always
going 10 Workout in the end."

the] would," I"' said "Hm people
goi Into it when they found out
we were gh ing i mi a free bottle."
i zeoh said he noticed students
going the extra mile to be more
green like picking things out of
me trash thai could IH1 put in a
recycle bin or getting frustrated
when there was only ptastk sUva
ware offered.
i /ech said the new challenges
I'm the SunDial are In keep going
green without a contest motivating students and finding new
ways to make the Dial limn'environmentally friendly.
Some of the changes he plans
in make are using energy-saving
liglll bulbs and mole lecyclahle
in go containers.
We're doing different things to
see whal we are using, what we
can do dillerentiy and what we

doni need to have," he said

Our Views

11:02 A.M.
Complainant reported unknown subjects toilet papered his yard on South
College Drive and put yellow caution
tape all around it

k

dent on the hood."

Your Views
BGSU and Bowling Green

ONLINE: Go to bqviews torn for the
complete blotter list

mm

m

£± visit us out online @

BGViews

u

New at BGSU:

No Paper.
No Lines.
No Problem.
eBill, ePayment & eRefund
coming April 6, 2009
monthly bursar billing notification will
be sent to your BGSU email account. Sign up your
parent for billing information access.

GD///."

ePayment: new enhanced Web site for
payment services, payment search, payment history.
Enroll your parent as an authorized payer.
eRefundl irom in line to online enroll in
electronic banking direct deposit for your
financial aid refunds!
To enroll: log onto my.bgsu, click "Bursar Bill View/
Pay" for your new services page.
For information: go to www.bgsu.edu/
offices/bursar

BGSU.
Office of the Bursar
132 Administration Bldg.
Phone:419-372-2815
Fax:419-372-7665
bursarObgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/offices/bursar

• 205 W. Washington

Newlove Rentals

1
I

f
L

332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
ZZZ

1
'
i
j
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• Upper Duplex $385/month
• Quiet Living
• Historical District
—

CAMPUS
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Despite bleak economic times, outlook
for computer science majors looks bright
By Trwrau Scott

HesearchAssociation.Aditionally.
the major is up 6.2 percent from
2007 nationally and up 3 percent
at BGSU.
ComputcrScience Department
Chair Walter Maner said he lias

Reporter

John Taylor wants to write computer code. The sophomore computer science major said he knew
what he wanted to major in Iicfore noticed the increase and believes
he enrolled at the University.
it's time people began to see the
"I took my first computer sci- positives of enrolling in computence class in high school and 1 • er science programs.
just fell in love with it," Taylor
"There is this perception that
said.
all computer science majors do is
Taylor is among a grow- sit in a dark room alone and pro
ing group of students enrolling gram stuff," Maner said. That is
in computer science programs not true at all anymore."
across the country, sparking a
Maner said the worry about
revival in the major that was pre- the outsourcing of computer
viously considered a risky career and IT jobs has been overstated
path clue to reports of overseas and the number of IT jobs in the
outsourcing. Pt» the first time in United States is greater than at
six years, the number of comput- the height of the dot-com boom
' er science majors is on the rise, in the 1990s.
according to a Taulbec Survey
"People are starting to realize
conducted by the Computing that the idea of outsourcing and

USG
From Page 1

system to be out for 15 minutes.
During this time students couldn't
vote, but Sallad said that this also
did not have an effect on the voting
period this past Friday.
"Students still had 23 hours and 45
minutes to vote, which we felt was
sufficient time," Sallad said.
FbundingmemberoftheCoalition
for USG Reform Steve Currie shared

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events talon from cw*irsbq',u«jij

4 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Distinguished Faculty
Lecture Series
206 Union
6:50 pm - 8 pn\
Native American Unity
Council
1010 Business Admin.
8 p.m.
Bad Astronomy
112 Physical Sciences Lab

8 p.m.
University Choral Society
Preview of Elijah
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Center

his opinion regarding the marketing of the Stroh vote via a letter. He was unable to attend last
night's meeting due to illness.
In the letter, Currie expressed
his concern over some USG
members not acting in what he
called a professional manner. In
the letter, Currie said he witnessed Academic Affairs Chair
Kevin Basch and vice President
Sundeep Mutgi driving a golf
cart carelessly while encouraging students to vote for the
Stroh referendum.
Waynick responded to the
accusations after the letter was
read and said he would be calling Currie after the meeting to
further react to his comments.
"I assure you that those accusations are hearsay," Waynick
said. "I see no real facts being
made."
Waynick then added that USG
members work hard to represent students.
When students repeal a resolution in the future the way
members of the coalition did
for the Stroh Center, USG voted
to enact some changes in the
current constitution.
These additions to the constitution are to make the process of
petitioning easier, said Internal
Affairs Chair Leo Almeida.
"The goal of these new parts
of the constitution are to he
more student friendly," Almeida
said. "That way students who

aren't USG Constitutional savvy
can write their petitions much
easier with the guidance of the
constitutional changes."
Students will now have ten
academic calendar d;._,s to file
a petition against a resolution
passed by USG. They will also
have to schedule a meeting with
the Procedures and Appeals
Board within ten academic
days of filing a petition. Once
the petition is approved, students will have ten academicdays to collect signatures and
then submit those to the chief
administrator.
The reason for this is to make
sure those signatures and student identification numbers are
valid, Almeida said.
Since several changes were
made to the constitution last
night, Proxy Senator Scan
Uitzmann wanted to hold off on
voting for the proposed changes
and additions.
"This seems like a lot of information that students should
have a chance to see and react
to," I in/in,urn said.
Lutzmann proposed tabling
voting on the proposed changes
and additions but the motion
was denied.
Once Vice President of
Student Affairs BdwardWhipple
approves the changes USG
made, students can see the new
additions made to the constimtion on the USG Web site.

jobs going offshore was large)]
a myth," Maner said. ' There is
a lot of room to make money as
a computer science major and a
lot of paths to take, lobs here are
actually increasing."
According to a National
Science foundation poll, the projected job openings in computer
science related fields is at 140,000
jobs, which is almost three times
more than openings for engineering jobs
The opportunity to make
tnoncN Iscertainryalargedrawfbr
main students, Maner said. The
average salary for a recent computer science graduate is $50,820,
according to an analysis issued
by the National Association of
Colleges and Employers. Even
among bleak economic limes,

the potential to earn is massive,
Maner added.

"lobs are plentiful in computer
science right now," Maner said.
"As ol right now, I don't know one
graduate who did not get a job in
the field."
The demand for computer science majors makes Taylor confidenl that he will find a job.
"There are just a ba/illion ways
you can go with a computer science major, so I am pretty excited
about it,"Taylorsaid.
The increase in knowledgebased jobs is not projected to
decline anytime soon. The
amount of network systems jobs
are projected to increase by 53
percent by 2f)lti, according to a

Bureau of Labor Statistics pott.
"This is the best moment for
computer science I have seen
in my life." Maner said. "That
means something, because I am
an old guy."

'What they care about is a good, strong, solid
Philosophy department holds panel discussion where University alumni
answer the age old question. "What can I do with a philosophy degree?'
fly I

I.I

S.,|,-.

Reporter

four I Jiiivcrsity alumni gave what
was essentially a pep talk In sin
dents with a philosophy major or
minor in Shatzcl 1 lall last Friday
afternoon.
The purpose of the panel discussion was to demonstrate the
usefulness of a philosophy degree

to students considering the
degree.
"In the philosophy department, we believe that our majors
go on to do careers that are just
as successful and lulfilling as anyone else in any other major in
the University," assistant professor Jeff Moriarry said. "And so we
want to persuade students that
this is, in fact, the case."
Most snidents know that a
philosophy degree can lead to a
teaching position in philosophy,
but the panel was intentionally
comprised of people who had
managed to use the degree in
other ways, Moriarry said. The
panelists explained that it is very
difficult to get a job in the real
world based on a degree in philosophy.
"It's not a big selling point |to

go| into an interview with a philosophy degree," said lack Melito,
who has a master's degree in philosophy andiscurrenttyvicepres
idcntforcoiptmiteaffairsaiMl.l.l
Inc. in Washington, D.C. " I tun-s
always an awkward silence if
you're walking into an interview
without specific job skills from a
previous job and adjusted academic background. That silence
is more profound and longer lasting if that academic experience is
philosophy.''
However, Melito said that philosophy has taught him to think
critically and ethically about his
work iuul world affairs.
Tin saying you have an obligation, il you care about things outside ol yourself, to get your degree,
immerseyourseH'in the real world
and nun it down people's throats
so they don't get away with screwing up the planet and the society
any worse than they've already
screwed it up." MeUtosaid
Others on the panel fell that
philosophy hel|>ed expand their
cognitive horizons as well
"People don't really care if
you're a philosopher or not a philosopher. " said Steve Sheinberg. a
University alumnus and associ-

ate director of legal Affairs at the
\iHI Defamation league in New
York (My. "What they care about
is if you're a good, strong, solid
thinker. It really is the perspective
through which you see life."
"It's your own personal paradigm: its' really everything you
da" said Christine Senack. who
also has a master's degree in philosophy. "It's how you approach
every problem at work, whether
that'sfrxingburgersat McDonald's
or whether something that's more
high-powered in business, or
whether it's teaching. I don't see
it as the biggest asset in the world,
but 1 see it as an acknowledgment
of, I think ol win 11 am and it gives
me a sense of the values I have to
offer to the worid."
This is the first year the philosophy department has put on
this event, but they hope they can
continue, depending on funding.
Moriarry said.
"We'd like it to be the case that
we're able to reach out to students
who are possibly thinking about
gelling a degree in philosophy at
the time they need to make their
choice." Moriarry said. "It's really
an experimental kind of event."

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertiesco.com

NUKE YOUR HOME XT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.
Piedmont Apis.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apis. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30

530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378
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BGSL Health Sciences Residential Community
Medical Careers Open House
T«c«l«y, March 31
7:30 pin • 9:00 pm
1104 OnVnh.ucr West Tower
Community Room
The evening will include:
Panel presentations by heallhcaie
professionals
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TAKE A CLOSER LOOK!

Dietetics
Occupational Medicine
Pediahlc Medicine
Physician Assisting

Glass City Federal has all the financial services you need!

Medical Technology
Speech Therapy
Occupational Therapy

To learn more about us, visit www.glasscityfcu.com.

Physical Therapy
Nursing

Questions and Answers
FREE PIZZA"

Don't miss this opportunity to learn more about
your health care career optlonsl

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL

CREDIT UNION

We're working for you!
419-887-1000
419-352-0787 - BG branch

VISIT OUR ATffl IN THE STUDENT UNION NEXT TO STARBUCKS/
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"I honestly didn't know I got hit until I got to the hospital because I was more worried about him.
My boyfriend was lying lifeless in the middle of the road."
- Lindsay Blosser. on being struck by a car with her boyfriend on Mercer Street [see story, pg. 1],
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Where do you think most of Bowling Green's energy comes from?
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Senior
Tech Ed.

JEREMY LEIN.
Freshman.
Marine Biology
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TORRI ROBBINS.
Freshman.
Marine Biology

LAUREN RANDOLPH.
Freshman.
Digital Arts
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It comes as no surprise that in
this economic crisis, our nation's
schools are suffering. With supply costs rising, schools are look
ing to find ways to cut comers
and can only provide the bare

minimum.
Some methods to hemorrhage
money loss are rather unusual.
An elementary school in the
Detroit Public Schools district
began asking for donations of
light bulbs and toilet paper to
ensure they do not run out. For
a teacher in the Idaho town of
Pocatello, saving money means
putting a new spin on school
patrons.
At Pocatello High School, a
history and economics teacher decided to offset the cost of
classroom paper by accepting
advertisements from local businesses and placing them in the
margins of test papers. Thanks
to this plan, students can prove
their knowledge on subjects
such as the Great Depression
when businesses and schools
were desperate and see a modern-day parallel to the 1930s at
the same time.
Molto Caldo Pizzeria in
Pocatello spent S315 to advertise
a S5 pizza special. This helped
provide the office paper for the
remainder of the school year, as
well as next year's supply used by
the teacher. Desperate times call
for desperate measures, and in a
district such as Pocatello's. where
residents voted down a tax hike
to help the school, this is certainly a desperate and seemingly
ingenious way to cut costs.
The advertisements will not
likely harm the students' academic performance, and may
help die local businesses reach
those customers who do not pay
attention to any other mediums

paigns?
This example reminded me
of an episode of the former
MTV show "Daria." The school
the titular character attends is
facing the same types of budget constraints Pocatello is facing. To overcome the crisis, the
school principal signs a contract
with Ultra Cola," which places
"unobtrusive" advertisements in
the school (examples of which
include changing the cheerleader uniforms into the shape of
soda cans, making it difficult to
build pyramidsl to increase students' consumption.
Problems arise for Lawndale
High, however, when the school
is unable to reach the minimum cola consumption quota
required to keep money flowing.
As a result, the principal decides
to reward the student athletes
with higher grades, as long as
they drink copious amounts of
soda. Of course, this plan eventually backfires for the school,
and the marketing campaign is
toned down.
This is a fictional and exaggerated example of the flaws of marketing within America's education system. I lovvever, it may not
be so ridiculous a premise. How
long until schools begin rewarding consumption of an advertised good with good grades on
papers to keep the paper printing?
It's not the content of the
advertisements that's questionable; it's the principle behind
selling out a student education.
Students attend school to learn,
not as the guinea pigs in a marketing campaign.
It's a sad state in American
education when schools are so
deprived of funds they are forced
to essentially sell out their students to stay afloat. Hopefully,
the economy improves so taxes,
not businesses, can promote
education.
Respond to Marislia at
tlienews@l)gnews.com

Stimulus should help fund college
ByS.briilH.rrii
Daily Utah Chronicle

Education has snagged $105.9
billion in the recent stimulus
package, but most of that moneyis not going toward higher education.
K-12 schools have become the
main focus for funding, leaving
universities and their students
to flounder in student loans and
inadequate financial aid. Sure,
the stimulus is doing good for
millions of school districts and

public school systems, but higher education is being given the
shaft.
Utah is receiving a nine percent funding reduction in higher education, while other states
have money to spare in public
schooling systems. For instance,
Wyoming K-12 public schools
will receive $400 more per student than those in Utah, according to the federal Department
of Education. Washington, D.C.,
is using various formulas to
distribute the money to benefit

states that spend more per pupil,
states with large communities of
poor students or those that just
focus on populations. But these
formulas don't seem to account
for who needs the money most.
Although the bill includes
hefty increases in the main
federal college scholarship program, these will barely put a
dent in the student loan debt in
the United Slates, where half of
all undergraduate students took
out student loans, at an average
of $6,200 each.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column ot news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

,t

ONLINE; Read the rest of the article
on-line at bqviews.com

feedback at bgnewscom

k

Schools begin selling ad space to
possible detriment of education
utilized for advertisement, liven
though advertising in schools
may not seem to be a major
influence on students or schools,
the practice should be avoided
so the public education system
isn't sold out.
The idea of marketing products to students within school is
a gray and disputed area. Many
primary and secondary schools
feature sponsorship from businesses during sporting events.
Additionally, one can simply look
at the vending machines placed
throughout school cafeterias as
prime examples of corporations
using the buying power of students to their advantage. Some
newspapers and yearbooks published by the school also feature
sponsors ranging from parents
to businesses.
However, those marketing
tactics usually involve activities
for which student participation
is optional and extracurricular.
With advertisements on classroom paper, students cannot
avoid the advertisements unless
they wish to refuse to take a test
given by the teacher.
One concern which may arise
with sponsorship such as this
is the potential for favoritism. A
school in San Diego began allowing parents and family members
to begin sponsoring paper given
out in class. This cuts costs for
the teachers, but creates another
problem.
What happens if parents feel
that they can buy their students'
grades since they help fund die
class in which their student is
performing poorly? If parents can
pay for their child's grade, it will
create an unfair and unethical
environment in the classroom.
The examples here are not
very extreme forms of marketing, and do not seem too detrimental to the classroom environment. However, it raises the
issue of how far it can go and
where the line should be drawn.
At what point do schools stop
simply advertising and begin
more aggressive marketing cam-
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Finding happiness in trying fisca
times not as difficult as it seems
By Kclwy Clark
Daily Trojan

Achieving happiness can be
quite the debacle. Happiness
may come from time spent
with loved ones, or it may
arise from an activity that is
slightly antisocial yet equally,
if not more, satisfying such
as watching an all-day marathon of "The Office" while
consuming obscene amounts
of potato chips.
And chocolate. Happiness
must always include chocolate.
Although the source of satisfaction varies for each individual, we all struggle to first
identify what makes us most
happy and second, learn to
balance what makes us happy
with our obligations.
Setbacks are inevitable during this journey to create balance in life and eventually
attain a better sense of selfunderstanding, so as a result
it is absolutely necessary to
consult a source of supreme
wisdom for guidance. Forget
about looking toward elders
or some sacred religious text.
Here's what the Partridges
had to say about happiness
in the theme for their show
that ran from 1970 to 1974:
"Hello, world, here's the song
that we're singin': C'mon get
happy! A whole lot of lovin'
is what we'll be bringin', we'll
make you happy!"
When even the Partridges
fail to provide substantial
advice regarding the key to
happiness, you know it's time
to turn to hard science.
David G. Myers and Ed
Diener, rcsearchersonpsychological well-being from Hope
College and the University of
Illinois, respectively, assert in
their study "Who Is Happy?"
that four characteristics can

identify happy people as well
as lead to happiness for those
who are less satisfied. These
characteristics are "selfesteem, a sense of personal
control, optimism, and extraversion."
But while it is true confident individuals with positive attitudes are more likely
to sustain long-term happiness, are these traits rendered
worthless in protecting our
sanity in the face of America's
dire economy?
The traits Myers and Diener
identify are still relevant for
those hoping to craft for
themselves a more joyful disposition. But because of the
money problems that many
college students — and the
country at large — currently
face, it is necessary we get
creative in using these characteristics the researchers
call "happy-markers" to our
advantage.
It can be difficult to convince yourself money can't
buy happiness, since having an extra chunk of change
definitely never hurts. We are
constantly assaulted with
examples from real life and
popular media that show how
money provides security. It is
safe to say the people kicked
out of the 290,631 homes that
were foreclosed in February
are less than thrilled.
Additionally, we see that
having money affords the
ability to participate in activities you enjoy rather than
working 24/7 just to buy
enough Ramen Noodles for
the month.
That is why frugal use of
money combined with a focus
on self-esteem, personal control, optimism and extroversion just might be the perfect combination to help you
survive during these crummy

economic times with a smile
on your face.
Maybe instead of dropping
$50 for two sushi rolls and
a Diet Coke at some trendy
downtown restaurant, we
should pack a picnic to eat
on the beach, or even — gasp!
— stay at home for the evening.
If we spend time having fun
with the people we love but
avoid scenarios that break the
bank, we'll probably be feeling happier when it comes
time to pay rent for the month
or. even worse, tuition.
Myers and Diener state that
"knowing a person's... income
(assuming the person has
enough to afford life's necessities) hardly gives a clue as
to who is happy." Some who
were on top of the world — or
at least the top of Wall Street
— just a few months ago are
now suffering. Take for example the Lehman Brothers
bank, which, when it filed for
bankruptcy in September, was
the biggest investment bank
to collapse since 1990.
Because they relied on
money despite its transient
nature, executives from the
former Fortune 500 company
are no longer as happy as they
were when their company
had assets of $639 billion at
the end of May. Indicators of
happiness such as whether
an individual has supportive
relationships, feels engaged in
his career and acknowledges a
purpose for his life, are those
who will weather the storm of
an economic downturn.
It is Diener's hope that by
asking "Who is happy?" and
discovering how to secure
that same satisfaction in our
own lives, we will be driven to
reevaluate our priorities and
"build a world that enhances
human well-being."
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INVESTIGATING THE SCENE: Investigate** work at the scene at Pine lake Health and Rehab Center, where a gunman opened lire Sunday, killing eight people
and wounding several otheis in Carthage. N.C.

EIGHT DEAD IN NURSING HOME RAMPAGE
By Mile* Baker
The Associated Press

CARTHAGE,
N.C.
Authorities worked yesterday to unravel the mystery
of why a 45-year-old painter tore through a North
Carolina nursing home on
a terrifying rampage that
left eight dead, releasing few
details but saying the shooting spree wasn't a "random
act of violence."
One possible clue: the
gunman's estranged wife
works at Pinelake Health
and Rehab, where authorities say Robert Stewart shot

and killed seven residents —
most in their late 80s — and
a nurse who cared for them.
"We're certainly looking into the fact that it may
be domestic-related," said
Carthage Police Chief Chris
McKenzie.
Moore County prosecutor Maureen Krueger said
detectives were still gathering information on what
could have set off Stewart.
"The information on
motive is incompetc at this
time," she said, adding:
"This was not a random act
of violence. There is only
one suspect and he is in cus-

McKenzie said yesterday he believed the couple
were recently separated, but
acknowledged he didn't yet
know many more details
about her. A neighbor said
Stewart's estranged wife is
a certified nurse assistant
at the nursing home named
Wanda Luck, and public
records indicate she shared
an address with Stewart in
Carthage.
Several telephone numbers for Luck or her family
were disconnected. A knock
at the door was unanswered
at Luck's address.

By John Curran
The Associated Press

"... your choice to veto is a slap in the face
and a firm reminder that in your opinion,

MONTPELIER, Vt. - Some
called him a homophobe. Some
my partner and I are worth less than others
accused him of spreading hatred.
Some thanked him, or applaud- simply because we are of the same gender."
ed him for showing "backbone'1
Anonymous Vermont man
in the face of pressure from gay
rights advocates.
In the first two days after he a South Burlington man. saying by the Associated Press, show
pledged to veto a same-sex he refuses to be "a second class the ardor of both supporters and
opponents on the issue and on
marriage bill, Vermont Ciov. lim citizen in this state."
Douglas' planned veto of a bill
Some were supportive:
Douglas' mailbag and e-mail
— "It takes courage," wrote legalizing marriage for gay and
inbox runneth over, with about
1,500 letters and messages pour- a woman from Ovando, Mont. lesbian couples.
Democrats in the legislature
"Keep up the tight. Our prayers
ing in.
are with you. You are setting an say they plan to pass the bill that
Some were critical:
would legalize marriage for gay
— "(Vetoing the bill) would example for other states."
— "Our children, grand children and lesbian couples. But the
clearly show the deep feelings of
discrimination, bigotry and hate will be harmed by this bill," wrote Republican governor said last
you feel for a group of Vermont a Milton woman. "I've seen what Wednesday he will veto it if they
people who have already had to their teaching can do to a impres- do. His announcement has galvawait for equal marriage rights sionistic teenage (sic) like my neph- nized forces on both sides of the
in our state too long." wrote a ew, who is very confused. Please, issue, prompting the flood of mail
from around the nation.
please, please veto this bilL"
Newport man.
The state Senate has approved
—"Being ahead of one's time is
— "Your stance is reasonwhat brought slavery and racial able and not unkind," wrote a the measure, and the state House
discrimination to an end... please Burlington woman. "It must have of Representatives is expected to
support the Freedom to Marry been a difficult political decision, vote on it Friday
but right nonetheless. There are
bill," wrote a Putney man.
— "...your choice to veto many Vermonters who are with
is a slap in the face and a firm you, but simply don't how to
reminder that in your opinion, articulate it. Hold firm!"
The missives, made availmy partner and 1 are worth less
than others simply because we able in response to an Access to
are of the same gender," wrote Public Records Act request filed
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EPA to add new emissions rule for coastal areas
Stricter rules will enable air quality to improve along coastline communities
By Victor Epstein
The Associated Press

NEWARK, N.J. — The head of
the Environmental Protection
Agency wants to limit emissions
along the nation's coastline and
within its seaports, just as the
agency does along highways,
with tougher pollution standards
on large commercial ships.
KPAAdministratorlJsalackson
said yesterday that the United
States and (imada have applied
to the International Maritime
Organization to create a 230-mile
emissions control area around
much of their coastline.
The move is intended to
ensure the shipping industry
does its part to improve the air
quality of major seaport communities. Ships movingthrough
the zone would be subject to the
tougher emissions standards.
"This is an important and
long overdue step to protect the
air and water along our shores."

Jackson said, speaking in front
of a row of cranes at a press conferenccin Port Newark.
lackson estimated that 40 of
the 100 largest U.S. ports are
located in metropolitan areas
that fail to meet federal air quality standards. Oneof them is the
Port Newark facility, which is
part of the Port of New York and
New Jersey — the East Coast's
largest port complex.
The EPA estimates that HO percent of the ships carrying cargo
in and out of U.S. coastal ports
are based in other countries.
Ships operating in the proposed zone would face stricter
limits on the sulfur content of
their fuel beginningin 2015, and
new ships would be required
to incorporate advanced emission-control
technologies
beginning in 2016, lackson
said. Sulfur content is directly
related to the soot, or pollution,
emitted after fuel is burned.
Jackson made the announce-

ment at a news conference with
the Coast Guard and other federal and state officials.
EPA estimates the new emission-control technology will
cost shipping companies S3.2
billion, lackson said that translates into an increased cost
of about 3 cents for each pair
of sneakers shipped into the
United States.
Gov. Jon Cor/.ine welcomed
the proposal and recalled sending lackson to Washington, D.C,
to lobby for it when she headed
New Jersey's Department of
Enviroifmental Protection.
Christopher Koch, president
of the World Shipping Council,
said international shipping
companies have participated
in discussions about the proposed emissions control area
and are not opposed to tighter
standards. The Washington.
D.C.-based trade organization
represents international container ship operators.

ATTENTION SPRING GRADUATES!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

jjiTiTiiiriTiH^riWiffiffi
201Manwllle
3 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 3-lease 5/15/09-5/14/10

$1,500w
♦utilities

Bowling Green State University
Multi-Purpose Room
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

207 S. Summit
3 bedroom, 1 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 3 - lease 5/8/09-5/7/10

530terovAwe
4 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 5-lease 5/15/09-5/14/10
611 Fourth Si
5 bedroom, 2 bath
Unfurnished House
Limit 5 - Available Now - 5/10/10
August Leases Available

Tuesday, April 7th, 2009
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10:00 am-3:00 pm
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SHOOTER: Photo provided by the
Moore County Sheriff's Office. Robert
Stewart. 45. is shown. Police said they
are still working to uncover the motive
of Stewart (or a shooting rampage

Governors veto of bill stirs controversy
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reason Ohio Citizen Action isvoie
ing their opinion after the nuli
nance was passed is because there
was lack of media coverage.

COAL
From Page
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"I think Idle lack iit media ei>\c 1
"Hydroelectric, wind and solar
generations are generalrj noi dis- age| is true from wnal I have seen
patchable, Imeaning iis output in all ihe AMP communities," Befe
varies with wata Bow, wind speed said. "There are a loi of reasons
and sunlight" Maynard said, "It thai may lie true, lad of the mat
doesnl mattei what our electric tei is this i. a long term, cosdj
lornl is. ii depends on what the contract"
Pel/ added the communities
wind is doing today is the sun
thai hail media coverage, like
shining?"
With (ill megawatts being Yellow Springs and Overland,
Unuhiu; Green's base load nmK. didn't pass the ordinance because
the citj needs to have ihi-> much they knew about the issues.
However, Maynard and Robert
energj on hand ai all times With
peak energj season being in the Met )mliei. chair ol ihe puhlic utilisummer when thedrj could use ties committee and a councilman
ii|> in IIKI megawatts ol energy, it ai-large, disagree.
i liis whole issue was very pubisnecessarj to ensure the city has
enoughenergy, Maynard said.
lic" McOmba said rhere was
Ii tin' citj can'i fulfill their base nothing that was done to try to
load needs the citj is forced i<> kevp ii from ihe people in the dark
either buj energj 'off-the-grid," ol the night
Maynard added there were
meaning they buj energj from
companies like Rrsl I nergy, oi numerous articles in newspapers
the) have to use their own reserve like the (Toledo) Blade, Ihe BG
I in Maynard, understand- News and Ihe Seillinel- hiliune
ing the issue ol finding our base discussing the AMP-Ohio Plant
loud power for the citj is his main
In a search of Ihe BG News
concern. For him the \\ll' Ohio archives, one article appeared
pl.uu is one source to replace the announcing the ordinance vote,
1
energy lost bj the ending of the hut no articles about the Wll
ohm plant wete found before the
: nst i nergj contract.
"We have base load needs, and Mite.
Besides the alleged lackofmedia
this isn't something we are grow
inginto. I his AMP-Ohio plant is coverage, a major issue concernin take the plaee oi a contract thai ing Ohio Citizen V'lion is the cost
has expired, Maynard said.
of the plant
When ihe AMP-Ohio plain was
In an effort lo fulfill their base
load needs Bowling Green signed proposed, Ihe predicted cc ist of the
onto a contract with AMP-Ohio plant was $1.2 billion, bul the cost
lor a new coal fire power plant has now risen to $33 billion.
I was told rigln from ihe Stan
in Meigs county in Southeastern
that was not the realistic price'
Ohio
Md )mhci said. "U lien I first heard
THE DEBATE
thai numhet I was told not to iel\
lnOctober2007,citycouncilpassed on it. It was a ballpark estimate of
an ordinance giving Maynard the what a coal lite plant might cost
Bel/ added the number has
right to srgn into a contract with
Wll'Ohio on a eoal fire plain to been growing significant!) since
be Inilit in Meigs County, located the first price was imposed
in Southeastern Ohio.
"Ii has gone up a nuinhei ol
Bowling Green would receive 21 times," Bel/ said. "I don't lliink
megawatts ol energy out of l.noo this is an end price, and ii doesn't
include the I'll KII icing lor ihe plant
megawatts generated ai the plant
As ratepayers ol Bowling Green fact ol the mattei is it started it
municipal utilities, residents ol one puhlic number, and now ii is
Bowling Green will pay oil the at another puhlic number. Why
plant
did the) put the first number] out
'You would be paying it through there it they weren't going In use
your electric bills the same way III'"
Hie financing Bel/ is retelling
you are today," Maynard said
Once the ordinance passed. to is ihe interest rales the plant will
Ohio Citizen Action, a non-profit accumulate aftei it is built which
organization, heard about the causes uncertainties in ihe rates
plant and immediately realized residents are going to have to pay.
ihe contract Bowling Green
they needed to take action.
We ieallydon'1 believe thispt iwa signed is called a lake m pay"
plant is needed," said Rachad Belz, contract, meaning electric rate
an organizer with Ohio Citizen pavers who are till residents who

Action. 'Personally I would like to

pa) their electric hills lo municipal

be working in the opposite, dim i
inn and cleaning up ihe curreni
coal plains in Ohio''
lielz. who has been doing this
kind of work lot 17 years, said the

utilities, will have to pa) for the
plain no mattei what the costs are
Bel/ said
Maynard however, said all the
ciu's contracts are 'take oi paj

contracts, and thai is why Ihe dry
imests iii ditfeienl types ol energy
so "we don'i have all OUI eggs in
one basket
We have beat pursuing shon
term and lung term power supply
arrangements to spread our nsks
inn while trying lo minimize our
environmental impacts," Maynard
added.

Bel/ said her main concern is
the tad uipohio hasn't determined a price lor ihe plain and
the financing is uncertain, making
ihe rates residents will have to pa)
uncertain,
"I nsts go up lor tilings like coal
anil construction costs are more
likely lo go up than lo go down."
Belz said
However, Maynard •said it is better to buj linniapouei plain Wll'
Ohio because it minimizes the risk
residents have,
"What we are trying lo do is minimize the risk thai your |residcnts|
costs maj ini rease or decrease a
lot and lr\ to keep it stable in Bulling run based on everything we
knew and ever) tiling we can find
Owning Ihe AMP Ohio plant] .11
this point in lime is a belter deal
than continuing to run on market
purchases," Maynard said.
i ithei issues surrounding Ihe
plant include the health ramifications lor the |xiiple of Meigs
i mum. the 50 year contract and
the environmental impact this
plant will have
'()ne ol the things we contend
is in Meigs County I hey will only
gel the pollution from the plant
ami will get none of the energy,"
Belz said.
She added that currently there
an' already lour oilier coal fired
power plains ill an 11 mile radius
form the current proposed AMPOhio plant. These plants. Bel/
said, have been causing supposed
health problems for the people of
\leigsl rjunty
According to an Ohio Citizen
\clion pte.s iclease. AMI' Ohio
has alreadj admitted the new
plain would put out 20 million

poundsof sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide combined every year,
I oi Maynard, getting energj
from a new coal liic plant is Belter
than Inning energy ■off-the-grid"
bet ause the) usually get their
energj from older plants which
give nil more |xillution than the
newel plants.
"We should he exploring all
alternatives available to us," Bel/
viid. lust because you cam meet
your powei base needs one hundred percent with our renewable resources doesn't mean we
shouldn't look tn other options
and expand on those renewable
sources and itu lease the ratio ill
which we use those renewable
energies."
Maynard disagrees, saying die
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From Paqe 1
reassure consumers their U.S.made purchases will he protected even if the companies
don't survive.
"1 am absolutely committed
In working with Congress and
the aulo companies lo meet
one goal: The United States of
America will lead the world in
building the next generation
of clean cars," Obama said in
his firsi extended remarks on
ihe industry since taking office
nearly 10 weeks ago. And yet, lie
added, "our auto industry is not
moving in the right direction
last enough to succeed.
Obama, flanked by several
administration officials at the
White Mouse, announced a
short-term infusion of cash for
the firms, and said it could be
the last lor one or both.

Chrysler, judged by the
administration as too small to
survive, goi 30 days' worth of
funds lo complete a partnership with Hat SpA. the Italian
manufacturer, or some other
automaker.
GM got assurances of60 days
worth ol federal financing to
try and revise ils turnaround
plan under new management
with heavy government participation. Thai would involve con
cessions from its union workers
and bondholders. Die administration engineered ihe ousler
of longtime CEO Rick Wagoner
over tlie weekend, an indication of its deep Involvement in
an industry that once stood as
a symbol ol American capitalism.
□tycurrentrj uses 16to20percent
ol ibeir sustainable resources, well
above ihe average demanded by
iheslale.
The last issue that lias
Ohio Citizen Action and ihe
Environmental Action Group
on campus upset is the contract
length of.ri(l years.
"It is just a really, really long time.
[hint! about how much changes
in all years," said UumiWiticbarger.
president ol ihe Environmental
Action Croup. "1 just keep thinking "ill years ago and what kind of
technology we had compared to
now."

GENERAL MOTORS CORP:
— President Barack Obama's auto task force determined that General
Motors has not presented a viable plan that would succeed.
— Top executive Rick Wagoner will step down as chairman and chief
executive. Kent Kresa. a GM board member, will serve as interim chairman and current president Fritz Henderson will serve as chief executive.
— The administration is willing lo give GM adequate working capital for
60 days to develop a more aggressive restructuring plan.
— The company's stakeholders — unions, bondholders and others — will
need to make sacrifices.
— Using the bankruptcy code "in a quick and surgical way" could be
employed to help revitalize General Motors.
CHRYSLER:
— The task force has concluded that Chrysler is not viable as a standalone
company
— The administration will provide Chrysler with working capital for 30
days to conclude an alliance with Fiat SpA. an Italian automaker.
— If successful, the government will consider investing up to $6 billion to
help the partnership between Chrysler and Fiat succeed.
— If the agreement is not reached, the government will not invest any
additional taxpayer funds in Chrysler.
— The company's stakeholders — unions, bondholders and others - will
need to make sacrifices.
— Employing the bankruptcy code "in a quick and surgical way" could be
used to help revitalize Chrysler.
CONSUMERS:
— The administration will protect consumer warranties from General
Motors and Chrysler vehicles.
— The plan includes an incentive program meant to increase car sales.
Obama will work with Congress to use parts of the economic stimulus
package to fund a program that would give consumers a "generous
credit" when they replace an older, less fuel-efficient car and buy a new.
cleaner vehicle.
— The Internal Revenue Service will launch a campaign to alert consumers of a new tax benefit for auto purchases between Feb. 16 and the end
of the year. Consumers may be able to deduct the cost of any sales and
excise taxes, a provision that could lead to has many as 100.000 new car
sales.

STATE

Green to pull out now.
"Once you have entered into
an agreement you can't just back
out of it" Maynard said. "Even if
Howling Green said 'no' today the
plant would still be built."
For tlie plant not to go through,
Maynard said the majority of tlie
other counties would also have to
pull out.
Wll' Ohio has constancy said
that the member communities of
AMP-Ohio have a right to cancel
the contrail." Belz said. "T he fact
of the matter is that the participating communities could decide
to cancel the contract, but ihat
doesn't mean il is over. It means
that ihe participating communities need to evaluate where they
are locally with the economy."
Ohio Citizen Action is working
widi every AMP-Ohio community
to try lo slop the plant from being
built while Knvironniental Action
Group is working to canvass here
in Bowling Green to raise awareness with the public.

Most ol the contrails Howling

Green signs an1 50-year contracts.
Maynard said, adding ihat ail vears
is the estimated time the AMPOhio plant will last

THE NEXT STEP
With controversy surrounding the
proposed plant, organizations like
Ohio Citizen Action. Progress B(,
and the Environmental Action
Croup ate trying to raise awareness on the issue so they can put a
stop to the plant.
Because the city has already
signed and passed the ordinance,
it would lx' difficult lor Howling

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good locations]

STOP

A look at Obama administration's plan for General
Motor Corp. and Chrysler LLC:

GM

BRIEF

Strickland supports
Obama's decision on GM
TOLEDO (AP) - Ohio's governor says
he supports President Barack Obama's
decision to force a change in leadership
at General Motors Corp.
Gov. Ted Strickland said yesterday
that the president has to step in otherwise the entire auto industry could
collapse
Strickland says Obama called him
Sunday night to talk about his outlook
for the industry and the decision to
force the departure of GM CEO Rick
Wagoner
The governor said the Obama administration needs to have a role in determining who's going to be the leader of
the auto companies if they're expecting
billions of federal bailout dollars.
Strickland made a stop yesterday
morning in Toledo, a town closely tied

visit us online @

to the auto industry.

BGVtews

He says tlie survival of GM. Chrysler
and Ford and their suppliers are vital
to Ohio.
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SIDELINES

BASKETBALL
Falcon associate
coach nominated for
Coach of the Year
Women's associate head
coach Jennifer Roos has
been nominated for basketBENIOHMAN

ballscoop.com's Coach of
the Year award. Roos is one
of 20 coaches nominated

Out of the

for the award, which looks
for coaches with promising
futures. A fan vote will narrow
the field down to 10 before a
panel decides the winner.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for

BSNLOHMAN

' '.I/.

continued coverage of your
favorite Falcons sports teams.

Blocks

By Craig Vandffrkam

Visit the blog today to cast

B

Web Edito-

your vote for Jennifer Roos

Falcons open
outdoor
season with
win at Toledo

in basketballscoop.com's
contest and we will be
bringing coverage of spring
football later this week,
including photos and a video.
www.fjgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball

Britni
McNeal

TaKarra
Dunning
Advances to NCAA
Regionals following
win in shot put

BG track coach Cami Wells hinted prior to last weekend's UT
Collegiate Challenge she expected more success during the outdoor season due to her team's
Senior Whitney llartman (disdepth in throwing events.
The Falcons proved true to cus throw, hammer throw) and
their coach's words as they sophomore Brittani McNeal
finished first overall in the (long jump, triple jump) each
Challenge, beating conference had two first place finishes.
"1 was very pleased with the
rivals Central Michigan and
performance of the team this
Toledo in the process.
Seven of eight first place fin- weekend," Wells said. "It was
ishes for BG were in field events. a complete team effort with

Placed first in the
long jump and
triple jump

everyone getting out and competing hard and starting off the
outdoor season in a positive
direction."
In total, the team set 37 new
personal bests for the outdoor
TRACK

P,.q,

at Michigan; 5 p.m.

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1997-Arizona beats
Kentucky 84-79 in overtime
to win the men's NCAA

Two wins give Falcon rugby
Midwest Tournament crown

Championship.
1976—Cleveland Cavaliers

By Chrirtopher Rambo
Reporter

clinch first playoff berth.
1878—Jack Johnson, first
African-American to hold
heavyweight boxing title, is
born.

The List
Amid the NCAA Tournament
comes the selection of the
All-America team. Yesterday,
the team was announced and
today we're listing them here:

1. Blake Griffin:
Expected by many to be the
No. 1 pick in the next NBA
Draft, Griffin had 21 points
and 14.5 rebounds per game
for Oklahoma.

2. Tyler Hansbrough:
Last year's Player of the Year
gets back on the first-team
after 20.9 points and 8.1
rebounds per game this sea-

The four finest rugby clubs
in the Midwest converged on
Bowling Green this past weekend to resume their conference
Tournament that had l>egun back
in November.
When the dust settled after two
days of competition it was the
Falcons who left little doubt that
they were in fact the class of the
conference, taking the title first
In grinding past a game Indiana
squad 22-5 in the semifinals on
Saturday and then by using a big
first half to blow past Minnesota
33-5 in Sunday's championship
match at the BG Intramural,
Fields.
It is thesecond straight Midwest
1MB for the Falcons and the first
for coach Tony Mazzarella who is
in his inaugural year at the helm.
"It was a very special day,"
Mazzarella said. "They say that
once you win a championship it
becomes more of a relief than a
joy, and that's definitely the way 1
feel right now. I am greatly relieved
that we got it done and I am very
proud of our team for all the hard

ETHANMAGOC

IHEKIiW

WINNERS: The Fakon rugby team pushed past Big Ten foes Indiana and Minnesota to win
the Midwest Tournament last weekend.

to grab an early 5-0 lead.
work they put into it."
For the lalcons. their weekend
"I thought Indiana did a great
began with a rematch against - job early at disrupting our offenIndiana, who had pushed the BG sive flow and really slowing the
to the brink in October before game down," Mazzarella said.
finally succumbing 26-17. The
However, the Falcons, as they
lloosiers once again tested the had done all year, made the necFalcons mettle, especially early, essary adjustments and would
when they utilized a variety of
See RUGBY | Page 8
ball-disrupting techniques as well
as a pronounced wind advantage

son for the Tar Heels.

3. DeJuan Blair: Blair
was the leader of Pittsburgh
after 15.6 points and 12.2
rebounds per game.

4. James Hardin: The
sophomcre gets a first team
nod after averaging 20.8
points and 5.8 rebounds per
game for Arizona.

5. Stephen Curry:
The Davidson junior had 28.6
points per game but it wasn't
enough to get Davidson into
the NCAA Tournament.

Men's basketball announce postseason awards

BRANDON HfISS
ONE MORE: Clay Duncan applies a tag during .1

teammates will try to get coach Danny Schmilz's 500th victory at Michigan tomorrow.

Falcons to face Michigan as
Schmitz chases 500th win
By Scan Shapiro

Reporter

"Nate Thurmond Rebounding Award - Nate Miller
'Howard Komives Free-Throw Marksman Award - Darryl Clements
"Anthony Stacey Field Goal Marksman Award - Otis Polk
"Howard Komives Mr. Big Shot Three-Point Field Goal Award - Brian Moten
'Keith McLeod Assist Award - Joe Jakubowski
* Mr. Hustle Award - Scott Thomas
"Most Improved Player - Erik Marschall
'AntonioDaniels Impact Player Award - Miller
Scholar Athlete - Thomas
ore Scholar Athlete - Jakubowski
diolar Athlete - Marc Larson
Scholar Athlete - Cicments
NATE MILLER
JOE JAKUBOWSKI

r this -eason Duncan and his

After a weekend split with
Northern Illinois, BG will head
to Ann Arbor for a 3 p.m. contest
against the I Iniversiry of Michigan
this afternoon.
BG hasn't beaten the Wolverines
in their last eight attempts, dating
hack to the 1997 season. However
if BG is able to pull oil the win it
will be the 500th of coach Danny
Schmitz's career.
"I don't really look at that."
Schmitz said after Saturday's win
over Northern Illinois. "That's
more of an attribute to the great

Danny
Schmitz
Is searching for his
500th career win
with the Falcons

players and assistant coaches
weVe had iii the program."
Schmitz will be the fifth coach
in Mid-American Conference history to hit the half-millennium
mark and N second among active
coaches in career wins to Ohio's
See BASEBALL Page 8
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! h.lh'Hivtu.. wind and solar
generation*, are '.'..iiri.ilK noi dis
p.lU'h.lhli-.
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varies with wain Bo\
.in.l sunlight," Mavnard said, li
doestl'l tn.illi'i wh.il oui I'luinr
load I-- li depends on utial iluwind is doing lodaj is ihc sun
sliiningi
With ''ii megaw ins being
Howling (.inn- base , ..n i needs,
ihe cit\ needs to haxe this much
i-nerg) .'li hand ;n all limes With
peak energ) season king in Ihe
sumiiK'i when the rit\ could use
up in 11)0 nil

i. am! that is uln the city
ii different types ol energy
don't have all out eggs in

lllid l 111. i II \i Hull Is \cli

ing linn opinion aftet ihe ordi
nance was passed is because there
was lack ol med
"I iliink the lai k nl media covei
true Irom ivhal I havi
in.ill ihe \MPconnnunities." Bet
said ' llirir are a loi ol n
thai ma) be true, iM i <■< i «
let is ihis is a long term
iiiim.

added the communities
dial had media coverage, like
Yellow Springs and Overland,
didn't pass the ordinance I
the) knew about the is
However, Mavnard and II
McOmber, chaii ol the public utili
niniiiicaiiil a councilman

1

.iiiiii'in 11ii him ihe Wll' Ohio
plain is one source lo replace ihe
energ) lost h\ the ending til the
lirstl.ni
"We liavc base load needs, and
this isn'l somethini
ing into. I his .WIT
tin place HI .M "Hi
hasexpired Muynanlsaid.
In .in
Hill Iheii Ixiv
load needs Howling i Ireen
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Ohio.
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THE DEBATE
InOctobi
iiuncilpassed
an ordinance giving Mavnard ihe
riglii in sign iniu ,i contract with
Wll' i Hiio on i' ".ii fire plant in
1
IH built in Meigs I mint) li
in Southeastern (Uiio
Howling Green uuukl rei
megawatt'
megawatts
\s ratepavep i il
municipal utilities, residents ol
Howling '
nil the
plant
"Vbu wo
youi eJectrii bills
you are tod
aid
Once the ordinance passed
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organb
I .IIIIIUI ilu'
plant and immediatel)
the) needed to taki
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A look at Obama administration's plan for General
Motor Corp. and Chrysler LLC:

GM
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reassure consumers theii i I.S
made purchases uill be protected even il ihe companies
don't sun ne
"I am absolutej) committed
in working with ( ungiess and
ihe auto companies to meet
une goal: Hie United Slates nl
Vmerica uill lead the world in
building the next generation
ni . l.an i ars," Obama said in
his first extended remarks mi
the industrj since taking office
nearly 10 weeks ago. \ndyei.he
added, "ourauto industrj is not
moving in the right direction
fast enough to succeed."
Obama, Hanked In several
administration officials ai ihe
While House, announced a
-hint term infusion ol cash foi
the firms, and said ii could he
ihe last lot une in both.
Chrysler, judged hi ihe
administration as too small in
sun ne. gni :ti> days' worth nl
funds in complete a partnership null I iat SpA, the Italian
manufacturer, oi some other
automaker.
i,\l got assurances ol 60 days'
worth nl federal financing in
in anil mi ise its turnaround
plan nnilei neu management
with he.ni government participation, I hat would involve coni essiiins from its union workers
and bondholders. I he administration engineered ihe ouster
nl longtime ( I 0 Rick Wagonei
ovei ihe weekend, an indica
linn nl its deep involvement in
an industry that once stood as
a symbol nl \merican capitalism
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■'Fritz Henderson wi1
willing to give GM ad

60 days to develop i more aggressive restructuring plan
— The company's stakeholders — unions, bondhol,I'
— Using the bankruptcy code "in a guick and sui i
ved to help revitalize General Mot. ■
CHRYSLER:
■ luded that Chryslei
will provide Chrysler with working i
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THE NEXT STEP
With controvers) surrounding the
pni|Hised plant, organizations like
Ohio Citizen \ction, Progress lit ■
and the Environmental Vimo
Group are ining to raise awareness on the issue so the) can put a

tlmulus

■id a program that would give con ,
"place an older, less fuel-ehi
ehicle.
lernal Revenue Service will luncl
Fit fen

the ond
iv be able to deduct ■
is 100.000 new car

i ireen to pull out now.
"Once you have entered into
an agreement, you cant iusi hack
out of it." Maynard said. "Even tl
Bowling Green said no' todaj the
plant would still be built"
I in the plant not to go through,
Maynard said Ihe majority oi the
other counties would also have to
pull out.
"Wll'oiiio has constantly said
that ihe member communities of
Wll' I Ihio haie a liglil lo cancel
ihe contract," Uel/ said. "Hie fact
ol the mailer is that ihe participating communities could divide
lo cancel the contract, Inn that
doesn't mean il is over. It means
that ihe participating communities need lo evaluate where die)
ateloialli with the economy."
Ohio Citizen Action is working
with even,- AMP-Ohio community
lo try lo slop Ihe plain Irom being
iiiuii while Environmental At t
Group is working to canvass here
in Bowling Green to raise awareness with the public

city currently uses |6to20percent
iii then sustainable resources, well
above the average demanded hi
the state.
Ihe last issue that has
ohm Citizen Action anil ihe
Environmental Action Group
mi campus upset is ihe contract
kiigthoi K) years
li is just a really, real!) longtime
I hink about how much changes
in .tlyears,"said LauraWinebarger,
president ol the Environmental
V in HI (nuiip. I |tist keep thinking 50 years ago and what kind ol
technology ue hail compared to
now."
Most oi the contracts houling
I,teen signs .ne .11 lear loniiaets,
Maynard said, adding that 50 years
is the estimated time ihe WIP
Ohio plant will last

will

■

slop lo Ihe plain.

Because the eii> has ahead)
signed anil passed the ordinance,
ii would he difficult loi Bowling

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!

bleplanthal
.<■ Rick Wagoner will step,J

STATE
BRIEF

Strickland supports
Obama's decision on GM
■

he supports President ( i
decision to force a change in lea I
at General Motors Corp
Gov. led Strickland said yesterday
that the president has to step in otherwise the entire auto industry could
collapse
i inm
Sunday night to talk about his outlook
(or the industry and the decision to
force the departure of GM CEO Rick
Wagonei
Tlte governor said the Obama administration needs to have a role m determining whos going to be the leader of
the auto companies if they re expecting
billions of federal bailout dollars.

visit us online @

Stii'mowing in Toledo a town closely tied
to the auto iniii. I ,

IGViews

and Ford and their suppliers are vital
to Ohio

MECCA

nrvivalof GM.'

1045 N.Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

Management Inc. www.meccabg.com

llMU.illlllllltlllllM'll.lll'sl.lll'.lllin

Student Housing

meccabg.com
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SPORT
SIDELINES

BASKETBALL
Falcon associate
coach nominated for
Coach of the Year
Women's associate head
coach Jennifer Roos has

■HVtv

been nominated (or basket-

MBHI

ballscoop.com's Coach of
the Year award. Roos is one
of 20 coaches nominated

Out of the

for the award, which looks
for coaches with promising
futures. A fan vote will narrow
the field down to 10 before a
panel decides the winner.
www.bgnewssports.com

Blocks

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The
BG News Sports Blog for

BEN10HMAN

continued coverage of your
favorite Falcons sports teams.

By Craig VandVrkam

Visit the blog today to cast
your vote for Jennifer Roos

Falcons open
outdoor
season wn
win at Toledo

in basketballscoop.com's
contest and we will be
bringing coverage of spring
football later this week,
including photos and a video.
www.bgnewssports.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Baseball
ot Michigan; 5 p.m.

BG track coach Cami Wells hinted prior to last weekend's UT
(!ollegiate (lhallenge she expected more success during the outdoor season due to her team's
depth In throwing events.
The Falcons proved true to
their coach's words as the)
finished first overall in the
Challenge, beating conference
rivals Central Michigan and
[bledo in the process.
Seven of eight first place finishes for B(i were in field events.

B

Britni
McNeal

TaKarra
Dunning
Advances to NCAA
Regionals following
win in shot put

Senior Whitney Hartman Idis
cus throw, hammer throw and
sophomore Brill.mi McNcal
(Ions jump, triple jump] each
had two first place finishes.

I was verj pleased with the
performance ol the team this

everyone getting out and competing hard and starting oil the
outdooi season in a positive
direction."
In total, the team set IT new
personal bests tor the outdoor

weekend.'' Wells said. It was
a complete team effort with

TRACK

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1997-Anzona beats
Kentucky 84-79 in overtime
to win the men's NCAA

Two wins give Falcon rugby
Midwest Tournament crown

Championship.
By Christopher Rambo
1976—Cleveland Cavaliers

Rap It

clinch first playoff berth.
1878—Jack Johnson, first
African-American to hold
heavyweight boxing title, is
born.

The List
Amid the NCAA Tournament
comes the selection of the
All-America team. Yesterday,
the team was announced and
today we're listing them here:

I.Blake Griffin:
Expected by many to be the
No. 1 pick in the next NBA
Draft. Griffin had 21 points
and 14.3 rebounds per game
for Oklahoma.

2. Tyler Hansbrough:
Last year's Player of the Year
gets back on the first-team
after 20.9 points and 8.1
rebounds per game this sea-

The four finest rugby clubs
in the Midwest converged on
Bowling Green this past weekend to resume their conference
Tournament that had begun back
in November.
When the dust settled after two
days of competition it was the
Falcons who left little doubt thai
they were in fact the class of the
conference, taking the title first
by grinding past a game Indiana
squad 22-5 in the semifinals on
Saturday and then by using a big
first half to blow past Minnesota
33-5 in Sundays championship
match at the B<; Inlrainiual.
I ields.
It is Ibesecond straight Midwest
Title for the Falcons and the first
for coach Tony MazzareDa who is
in his inaugural year at the helm.
"It was a very special day."
MazzareDa said. "They say that
once you win a championship it
becomes more of a relief than a
joy, and that's definitely the way I
feel right now. 1 am greatly relieved
that we got it done anil i am very
proud of our team for all the hard

EIHANMUGOC

WINNERS: he Falcon iwjby team pushed
: :,ist weekend.
work they put into it"
Pot the ralconSi their weekend
began with a rematch against
Indiana, who had pushed the BC!
to the brink in October before
finally succumbing L'<> 17. The
lloosicrs once again tested the
Falcons mettle, especial!) early,
when they utilized a variety of
ball disrupting techniques .is well
as a pronounced wind advantage

[MSI

R.g Ten foes Indiana and Minnesota to win

to grab an carlv 5-0 lead.
"I thought Indiana did a great
job early at disrupting our offensive How and really slowing the
game down." M;i//arella said.
However, the falcons, as they
bad done all year, made the necessary adjustments and would
So,- RUGBY i Page 8

son for the Tar Heels

3. DeJuan Blair: Blair
was the leader of Pittsburgh
after 15.6 points and 12.2
rebounds per game.

4. James Hardin: The
sophomore gets a first team
nod after averaging 20.8
points and 5.8 rebounds per
game for Arizona.

5. Stephen Curry:
The Davidson junior had 28.6
points per game but it wasn't
enough to get Davidson into
the NCAA Tournament.

Men's basketball announce postseason awards

B»**DONH(ISS

ONE MORE: ■

,

Falcons to face Michigan as
Schmitz chases 500th win
By S«an Shapiro
Report

'Nate Thurmond Rebounding Award - Nate Miller
'Howard Komives Free-Throw Marksman Award - Darryl Clements
'Anthony Stacey Field Goal Marksman Award - Otis Polk '
'Howard Komives Mr. Big Shot Three-Point Field Goal Award - Brian Moten
'Keith McLeod Assist Award - Joe Jakubowski
'Mr. Hustle Award - Scott Thomas
'Most Improved Player - Erik Marschall
'Antonio Daniels Impact Player Award - Miller
'Freshman Scholar Athlete - Thomas
'Sophomore Scholar Athlete - Jakubowski
'Junior Scholar Athlete - Marc Larson
'Senior Scholar Athlete - Clements
NATE MILLER
JOE JAKUBOWSKI

■N

After a weekend split with
Northern Illinois, lit; will head
to Ann Arbor for .1 ;t p.m. contest
against the University of Michigan
this afternoon.
BG hasn't beaten the Wolverines
in their last eight attempts, dating
back to the 1997 season. I lowever
it BG is able to pull oil the win it
will he the f>(X>lh of coach Danny
Schmitz's career.
"I don't really look at that,"
Schmitz said after Saturday's win
over Northern Illinois.
That's
more of an attribute to the great

Danny
Schmitz
s searching (or his
500th career win
with the Falcons

players and assistant coaches
we've had in. the program."
Schmitz will he the tilth coach
in Mid Vnierican Conference his
ton to hit the hall millennium
mark and is second among active
coaches in career v^ns to Ohio's
BASEBALL I Page e

SPORTS
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"The thing that comes to mind when I think
about this team is the tremendous amount

RUGBY
From Page 7
respond late in the first half with a
penalty kick and convei sion from
iian Brandenstein along with a
in.' bom limy Brown, the late
flurry wrested momentum away
from the I loosiers and placed in
squarely in the falcons comet
heading into the second half.
With the wind now at their
backs, the Falcons relied on
their stifling defense to keep
the I loosiers at bay throughout
the entire second half, fries by
Brown and Colin Murphy helped
account for the 22-.") margin.
With Indiana now behind them,
the Falcons turned their attention
to Sunday's championship match
versus Minnesota, who had captured the Midwest two years pri ir.
The falcons wasted little time
in jumping all over the (kiphcrs
right from the opening kick, with
early tries by Mark Vfviani and
Rich Mines giving BG a 10-0 lead
just ten minutes into the action.
Allied by booming kicks from
lly half Dan Brandenstein, the
falcons continued to play last and
aggressive. Alter a Brandenstein
penalty kick upped the margin
to 13-0, Rocco Mauer dribbled
the ball off his foot :i() yards for
another try.
I he ensuing penally kick from
Brandenstein made the score
20-0, and it was quickly heroin
ing evident which direction the
game was headed. Late in the
hall BC tacked on anothei try In
Vfviani and a penalty kick from

BASEBALL
From Page 7
loe Carbone,
In order to pick up the victor)
B(! will need a repeat, or similar,
performance on the mound to
the one they bad in Saturday's
8-0 win. TWO l«. pitchers. Matt
Malcwitz and Charles Women,
combined to shutout Northern
Illinois, only allowing three bits
in the contest.
At the plate, BG is riding a

of resilience that they have shown all year."
oach
Brandenstein to head Into the
break witli a commanding 28-0
lead, having not once faced a
sustained storing threat from the
(lophers.
In the second half, witli the
outcome all but assured, fans and
players alike were treated to the
full mosaic of weather that late
March has to offer in Ohio. What
started out as sunshine, quickly
deteriorated into a wind-driven
rain, with brief periods of stinging
hail mixed in.
"I've seen some crazy weather,
but I don't think I've ever been
pelted quite that hard before."
Roger MazzareOa said. "I can only
imagine what the players going
into the wind must have been

feeling."
Whether it was the adverse conditions or the lopsided nature of
the contest, the pace of play definitely slowed down in the second
halt with an early try from BG and
a late one bj Minnesota accounting for the onl\ scot ing. When the
dock finally ticked down to zero
the score read 33-5 in favor of
BCi and the falcons were, for the
second straight year, champions
of the Midwest Conference,
"The thing that comes to mind
when I thinkaboiit this team is the
tremendous amount ol resilience
thai they have shown all year," a

hot streak dating back to last
Tuesdays dismantling of Findlay.
In the past four games, three of
them wins. DC has put 32 runs on
the board and picked up 44 hits.
leading the way for BG has
been senior shortstop Ryan
Shay, who hit safely in all four
games, going an impressive 9ror-17 with three RBls.
After the game in Ann Arbor,
BG will continue their road
schedule in Michigan as they
continue MAC play against
Central Michigan on Friday.

TOP 10

REASONS TO
FREE GAS
HEAT/HOT WATER
10
No more layering of clothes.

9
8

triumphant Tony Mazzarella said.
"They have had to fight through a
lot of injuries and other problems
to get to this point, it has been a
long road but we battled through
all the way."
With the Midwest tournament now in their rcarview mirror, the falcons will now set their
sights on the National Collegiate
Championships set to begin on
April 1H in Berkley. California,
where their first round opponent
will be the Aztecs of San Diego
St. University. While the falcons
will undoubtedly and deservedly
revel in the weekend's accomplishments they know that there
is still work to be done.
"We ate probably going to take
it easy for the next week or so, but
by the time the tournament rolls
around we have to make sure that
we are back at our top intensity,
Tony Mazzarella said. "We need
to go out there with a consistent
game plan by being ready right
from the get-go."
"As a team we are tremendously excited that we have the
chance to compete for a National
Championship." Rich Hines said.
"The trip out to California should
be a lot of fun. 1 lopefully we can
go out there and take care' of business. It would certainly mean a lot

to everybody:"

TRACK
From Page 7
season. This is in part due to the
team being so young and being
the first outdoor competition for
many athletes, accounting for
more personal bests than usual,
Wells said.
Among the most significant
improvements were Paige Lane,
a sophomore, who won the javelin for the falcons, throwing
36.3 meters and setting a personal best by 19 feet, TaKarra
Dunning, a senior, who posted
a personal best in the hammer
throw.
Dunning set a new personal
best in the hammer throw. Her
mark of 51.86 meters eclipsed
her previous best by 20 feet.
In addition. Dunning, with a
shot put throw of 14.59 meters,
earned a qualifying spot for the
NCAA Regional.
Wells was pleased with the
overall team effort hut emphasized the field events as the best
part of the weekend.
"There werecontributionsfrom
every area of the team but the
field events were a highlight for
us." Wells said. "Winning seven
of the eight events this weekend
was a great start for those young
ladies."

JOHNBAZtMOBE

DAVE MARTIN

AP PHOTO
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TOP OF THE CLASS: Bbke Griffin (25) and Tyler Hansbrough led the 2009 All-Ameiican class.

Griffin, Hansbrough lead All-Americans
JimO Connell
The Associated Press
Blake
Griffin
and
Tyler
Hansbrough spent a lot of time
together on the court last weekend and were hack together
yesterday as the top vote-getters
on The Associated Press' AllAmerica team.
Griffin, the sophomore forward from Oklahoma who led
the nation in rebounding, was
the only unanimous selection
for the team. I lansbrough, the
Consensus player of the year last
season as a junior, repeated as a
first-teamcr the day after his far
Heels beat the Sooners 72-60 to
advance to the final 1 our.
loining them on the team
were players from schools with
little All-America history, sophomores Dejuan Blairof Pittsburgh,
lames 1 larden of Arizona State
and junior Stephen Curry of
Davidson.
Griffin, who averaged 21
points and 14.3 rebounds while
shooting 63.5 percent from the
field, became college basketball's image for toughness when
he returned from a concussion
only to drive headlong onto the
scorer's table.
I le received 71 first-team votes
and 335 points from the same
national media panel that selects
the weekly fop 25. Balloting was
done before the NCAA tournament
Hansbrough, a unanimous
pick last season along with
Kansas State's Michael Beaslcy,
got 50 first-team votes and 304
points. This is the fourth straight

season the 6-foot-9 forward
received All-America recognition. He was a third-team pick as
a freshman and was on the second team after his sophomore
season.
Blair is Pittsburgh's second firstteamer. joining Don Hcnnon in
1958. Curry, who led the nation in
scoring, is Davidson's second as
well. Fred Hetzel was Davidson's
first first-teamer in 1965.
Harden is Arizona State's first
AP All-America.
Griffin, the Big 12 player of
the year, is the third Oklahoma
player to be selected and the
first since Stacey King in 1989.
Wayman Tisdale of the Sooners
was a three-time All-America
from 1983-85.
"When Coach (Jeff) Capel
started recruiting me, he talked
to me a lot about changing the
culture of this program and getting it back to a place where guys
like Wayman Tisdale and Stacey
King and those guys came to
play," said Griffin, a native of
Oklahoma City. Tt'sdefinitelyan
honor.''
Hansbrough, who is in his
second straight final four with
the Tar Heels, is the third North
Carolina player to repeat. He
joins Phil ford (1977-78) and
Michael Jordan (1983-84).
"Those are some of my favorite Carolina players. To be up
there with them — that's special," Hansbrough said. "I never
dreamed of that when I came
here."
Blair, who was third in the votingwith294 points, averaged 15.6
points and 12.2 rebounds, was

the only postseason All-America
player not to be on t he preseason
team. One of the best offensive
rebounders in recent years, Blair
became a fan favorite when he
was often caught smiling during
games.
That's pretty big. That's total."
the 6-7, 265-pound sophomore
said when told he made the team.
T worked hard, and the hard work
paid off. It's pretty cool just to be
up there with those guys and to
be talked about."
Harden, who received 290
points, was the Pac-10 player of
the year after a sophomore season that saw him average 20.8
points, 5.5 rebounds and 4.4
assists in 35.8 minutes. He led
the Sun Devils to their first NCAA
bid since 2003 as they posted
consecutive 20-win seasons for
the first time in 28 years.
"There have been a lot of great
players in this program and to
be the first to get this is quite an
accomplishment," Harden said,
adding it's all part of making the
Sun Devils a national program.
"That's the reason 1 came here, to
help get the respect and hopefully we can keep it up."
Curry became an overnight
star in Davidson's run to the
round of eight last season, and he
backed it up with a junior season
that saw him lead the country in
scoring while making the transition to point guard.
He averaged 28.6 points, 4.3
rebounds and 5.7 assists as the
Wildcats won the Southern
Conference regular season title
but lost in the tournament and
didn't make the NCAA field.

You can finally get rid of your wooby blanket
No more space heaters needed
You don't have to winterize the windows

6
No more cold drafts (we mean wind)

5
You can walk around barefooted again

4
Your friends will want to come over more often

3
Turn up the heat to your comfort zone

2
No more going into shock
after seeing your monthly heating bill!

1
Take all the long hot showers you desire!
Isn't it time you stop feeling the pain
in your wallet everytime you turn up the heat.
Call our hotline today!
419-352-9135

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road I winthrop@gerdenich.co,m
wwww.winthropterrace.com

520 E. Reed St. $525/month (plus electric)
525 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric)
507 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric)

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2009-10

Francisco secures starting role

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 16, 2009
422ClouqhSt- Two bedrooms.
$470.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $470 00 Limit 2 people. Limit
2 cars. Lease 5/16/09-5/8/10

221 S. College Dr-Three
bedrooms S816 00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $816.00. Tenants
mow lawn. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/16/09 - 5/8/10.

710 Elm St- Three bedrooms
$760.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $760.00. Has a washer and
dryer Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/16/09 ■ 5/8/10
710 1/2 Elm St-Three
bedrooms, 2 baths S740.00
per month plus utilities Deposit
$740.00. Has a washer and dryer.
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars. Lease
5/16/09 - 5/8/10.

710 Eighth St - Three bedrooms, 2
baths. $960 00 per month plus utilities. 150 Manville- Two bedrooms,
lower unit. 5740.00 per month plus
Deposit $960.00. Air conditioned,
washer and dryer Limit 3 people. Limit utilities. Deposit $740.00. Limit 3
people. Limit 3 cars Lease 5/16709
3 cars Lease 5/16/09-5/8/10
- 578/10.
7?Q » 722 Eighth-Two-3
150 1/2 Manville-One
bedrooms A-(rame houses. $575.00 per
bedroom, upper unit $395 00
month plus utilities Deposit $575.00.
per month plus utilities Deposit
Limit 3 people Limit 3 cars
$395.00. Limit 2 people Limit 2
Lease 5/16/09-5/8/10.
cars Lease 5/16/09 - 5/8/10

Available August 20, 2009
432 S. College #A - Three
bedrooms. $690.00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit $690.00. Limit 3
people Limit 3 cars. Has washer and
dryer Lease 8/20/09 • 8/7/10.

432 S. College #B-One
bedroom. S480 00 per month plus
utilities. Deposit 5480 00 Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/20/09 - 8/7/10.

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.
W« havi many apartments available. Stop In the Rental Office for a brochure
or vliit our website for Imfornution: www.)ohnnewlov»re»l»tite.com

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. tacross l.om Taco Belli

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

COODYEAH, Ariz. IAP) — For
the first time in his career, Ben
Francisco is lieginning the season
with a starting job locked up. You
wouldn't know it from watching
him work in the Cleveland Indians'
spring training camp.
"You can't ever take anything for
granted in tfiis game," Francisco
said yesterday, toweling the sweat
off his face after yet another brisk
session in the batting cages.
"I don't look at it like I'm the
starter. I still have to go out and
earn it Nothing is guaranteed."
Francisco is having a solid
spring. In 17 games, the outfielder
has hit 298 with one homer and
eight RBls. He's been successful on
four of seven steal attempts, one
area he'd like to improve.
"That's something 1 can do to
help this team — take an extra
base," said Francisco, who batted
266 with IS homers and 54 RBls
after winning the left field job in
Cleveland in 2008. "I have some
speed, but there's a lot more that
goes into it. It's reading pitchers,
knowing the situation, the count,
knowing when to run, when not to
nin. It is an ongoing process."
Francisco also is spending more
time in the weight room — not to
hulk up. but to add strength that
he hopes will keep him from wearing down over the course of a long
season.
After opening the 2008 season
at Triple-A, Francisco hit over
.280 over his first four months in
Cleveland before fading He batted
only. 165 with one homer and four
RBI in his last 23 games.

ROSS 0 FRANKUN I AP PHOTO

CORNER MAN: Sen Francisco has earned
a starling job in the comer outfield
"I want to be able to play as
many games as possible without
that happening," Francisco said. "I
feel fresher and hopefully that will
translate to the season."
Manager Eric Wedge liked the
production he got from Francisco,
who led American league rookies
with 32 doubles while ranking second in extra-base hits (47), fourth
in homers and fifth in RBls
"Benny did a good job for us and
he did it in circumstances where
he was thrown in," Wedge said.
"We were forced to bat him a little
higher in the lineup and he went
with it."
When injuries sidelined No 3
and No. 4 hiners Travis Hafiicr and
Victor Martinez for three months in
the middle of the season, Francisco
filled in and did well.

• Two bedroom apartments
• Close to campus
• Furnished/unfurnished

ODD NEWS
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Slumbering Palm Springs
decides to wake up again
By Gillian FUccus
The Associated Press
I'AI.M SPRINGS. Calif. — It
wasn't that long ago this city
of aging Snowbirds fought bark
a rising tide of scantily clad
college students with the ultimate spring break buzz kill: no
thongs, no amplified music and
no dancing.
How a troubled economy can
change things.
Reeling from the recession,
the city's tourism bureau this
spring sent a text message to
55,000 college kids — "Skip
Cabo, come to Palm Springs"
— and students are once again
flocking to the ritzy desert oasis
better known for its golf courses
and gated retirement communities.
Although the nearest beach
is more than two hours away,
the pitch appealed to students
who said they were spooked
by reports of drug violence
in Mexico, a perennial spring
break favorite.
"I'd rather be safe," said
Marissa Klei, whose spring
break tour company switched
to Palm Springs from San
Felipe, in Baja California, at the
last minute.
"We weren't at the beach and
there weren't as many people,
but it was still chill," said Klei,
a sophomore at California
Polytechnic State University,
San Luis Obispo. "We hung out
at the pool, there were lots of
good people and the weather
was so nice."
That's the kind of buzz Palm
Springs hopes will spread
among college students as it
warily wades back into the
spring break tourism niche
for the first time in nearly 20
years.
"Palm Springs practically
iiwented spring break... and it's
back!" blares a Web site promoting deals to college students.
More than 2,000 revelers on
spring break tours will rotate
through a Holiday Inn on the
outskirts of town before the sixweek season ends in mid-April,
and dozens of independent
groups have booked rooms at
the 25 hotels offering students
reduced midweek rates, according to spring break promotion

companies and city tourism
officials.
On a recent morning at the
Holiday Inn, 250 students were
recovering from the previous day of debauchery, which
included tequila races, beer
pong, an evening dance and a
"king and queen of the beach
contest" that ended with one
female contestant stripping in
front of hundreds of poolside
revelers.
"It was real fun, from what
I remembered." said a hungover lohn Gebhardt, 19. as his
friend loaded an autographed
beer bong into his car trunk. "A
whole bunch of people came
from all different schools (and)
stayed together partying. It was
sick."
Gebhardt's wild week was a
glimpse of the Palm Springs
of the past, when it attracted crowds of students after
World War II that multiplied
yearly until the city started
cracking down in the late
1980s.
In 1986, at the height of the
revelry, the Palm Springs jail
was packed with inebriated
students, and police marched
arm-in-arm to sweep throngs
of rioting, bottle-throwing partiers off the downtown thoroughfare.
In 1991, then-Mayor Sonny
Bono helped pass the city's
now-famous anti-thong ordinance to end the annual spring
break tradition of women wearing cheek-baring bikinis as they
circled downtown by motorcycle.
Today, Palm Springs hopes
its newfound push for the 18- to
25-year-old demographic can
balance the excess of years past
with the desperate need for
tourist dollars. The city thinks
it can welcome the students
while using the old ordinances
and better planning to rein in
bad behavior.
For now, most of the students
are sequestered at the Holiday
Inn, where a spring break promotion company has booked
most of the rooms for several
weeks solid and provides inhouse entertainment. Students
staying at upscale downtown
resorts have arrived in smaller
groups and are more low-key

Burned in an unusual place
Man receives third-degree burn on groin area
IERNOAI.K. Mich. (AP) —
Police in a Detroit suburb say
a teenager has been charged
with lighting an unconscious
man's pants on fire and causing a third-degree burn to the
man's groin.
Police in I-'erndalc, Mich.,
said 18-year-oldTylerQuickwas
arraigned Friday on a charge of
assault.
Ferndale police It. William
Wilson tells The Daily Tribune
of Royal Oak that Quick was
attending a party at the home

of a 51-year-old man when the
host passed out.
Police say Quick placed a lit
candle under the man's crotch,
setting fire to his pants. The
man awoke and extinguished
the fire. A police lieutentant
said Quick thought it would be
funny to burn the victim.
Authorities said Quick is
being held in lieu of $25,000
bail.
They said the injured man
was ticketed for contributing to
the delinquency of a minor.

HKKB
LETTING L00SE:Students from different
California universities dance during a spring
break party at the Holiday Inn in Palm Springs.
Calif.
— a trend the city prefers.
"It will never get (like 198(i) again,
and there's nobody here that wants
it that way." said Mary Jo Ginthrr.
director of Palm Springs tourism
bureau.
Palm Springs, ringed by
snowcapped mountains, has
seen hotel occupancy rates
drop around 10 percent in
recent months, and receipts
from hotel room taxes plum
meted 14 percent over the same
period last year.
The city relies on the room tax for
one-fifth of its annual budget, said
Mayor Pro Tern Chris Mills.
Mills, who lived through the wildest spring breaks, said he's wary of
welcoming students back, but he
also sees the crowds as a solution
to the city's economic crisis and an
investment.
"They may be here when they're
18 years old, have a great time, not
spend any money and stay in a
hotel room with six other people
But at a point in time, they're going
to be 35,40,45 years old and they'll
remember the experience and
they'll come back," he said.
"I think the years that we've not
had that, that's been a hole in our
advertising."

A blitz of colors
crosses the sky
RICH MONO, Va. (AP) — Residents
across the Southeast weren't singing when they called emergency
anil weather officials to report
"great balls of fire" in the night
sky.
Residents in Maryland, North
Carolina and Virginia reported
brilliant, streaking lights followed
by a thunderous sound about 9:45
p.m. Sunday.
National Weather Service officials say they have no explanation
for the sky lighting up in shades of
yellow, white, orange and blue.
The unusual sky prompted
hundreds of calls, with some say
ing they saw "great balls of fire."
The weather service says no
damage has been repotted
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1-2 Days per week during school
Full Time during summer break

From Only $499!

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED ■ WILL TRAIN

On selected floor plans

2 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $599!
On selected floor plans
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6
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42
43
45

Looking up and down
Milanese eight
Notable years
Pavarotti's voice
Settled a debt
Big swig
Capital of Vietnam
Ancient Semitic deity
NY theatrical award
Poor strategy at a track meet
Ginger _
ETO leader
Horse opera
fide (authentic)
Russian communes
Snaky character
Conductor Prevm
AKC concern
Poor strategy in the casino
Laotian or Mongolian
Cut pieces
Single cereal grain

Afr. nation
Like some sabbaticals
Subtle implication
Lunchttme
Pulverize
First bet
Zesty bite
Polynesian amulet
Norse god
Dangerous virus
Partial refund
"_ Restaurant"
Mans the helm
Actress Lupino
Baffling problems
Lawyers' org.
Operatic song
Steakhouse selection
Go astray
Neighbor of Syr.
Naval flag
Adams and Ameche
Martini ingredient
Notes in scales
Study of chem. reactions
41 Slurs
44 RR stop
48 Maps in maps
51 Brief bad mood
52 Loud, resonant, metallic
sound
54 Choose
56 Greek letter
57 Poor strategy in a liquor store |
62 Ending word
63 Clumsy clod
64 Architect Saannen
66 Part of speech
67 Russian saint
68 Right-hand page
69 Catch sight of
70 Drop, heavily
71 Impertinent

45
46
47
49
50
53
55
58
59
60
61
65

Fuel rating
Los , NM
Resume
Impatience indication
Tanning lotion abbr.
Simpleton
Cake levels
Gooey mass
Travel charge
Actor Weaving
Dog's bane
Actress Myrna
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Small Chips & Choice of Salsa
and
Regular Fountain Drink
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(plus tax)

No meat substitutions
I Limited time only at participating locations.
Not valid with any other offer

For Rent

For Rent

•"1-4 BRaptsS houses 09-10 sy,
next to campus & downtown.
low as S250/mo lor each student
See Cartyrentals.com for discounts
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm

3BR units, 1/yr leases.
avail May-Aug 09,
Scott Hamilton & 5th St also
2 BR apts. 1/yr lease, avail May or
Aug 09. 4th St. Pets allowed
S500'mo -i-gas S elec 419-409-1110

tflmtiintkin imiM .mi imlividlMl r>* (trt

Wanted
Summer sub-leaser tor Enclave 1.
furnished apt, $300/mo + util.
Call 419-419-9453

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up lo S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
400 Counselors/Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA
Call 800-488-4321 www lohikan.com
Belmont Country Club.Perrysburg
Energetic & outgoing student needed
to work In Golf Shop Duties include
displaying merchandise.interacting
with members, answering phone,
assist professional staff, etc.
NO GOLF EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
S8+ an hour, clothing/cash bonus.
Flexible schedule. FUN JOB1
Call (419)666-1472
Kidzwatch all centers now hiring care
givers lor days. e,ves & weekends.
Send resume or apply in person at
3150 Bostwick.LevIs Commons.
Perrysburg. OH
info@kid2watch.net
www.kidzwatch.net
Mike's Party Mart
A popular, fun. friendly family owned
business in BG has one flexible
part-time summer position available
Must be friendly, neat, honest,
dependable, good work ethic, flex to
work various day. evening or weekend shifts Apply Thursday, April 2 S
Friday, April 3 between 8am-5.30pm
at 834 S. Main. BG, 419-352-9259
Seeking babysitter starting in May.
Monday thru Friday, 7-9:30am
II interested, call 419-494-9233

"09-10 SY lew remaining houses
1 Irg house left, 8 allowed on lease,
promo 50" HD TV flat screen vil hse,
new hardwood lloor, 2 blks campus.
cartyrentals com. 419-353-0325
1 & 2 BR apis, quiet Sign up now for
fall, saveuptoS1200
Susan- 419-841-9816. 419-345-4768
1 BR apt across from campus,
S350/mo ♦ util. avail May.
Call 419-787-7577.
12 month leases starting May 2009
841 3rd - 3BR duplex. S900 + util.
525 Manville - 3BR house
$700'mo ♦ utilities.
453 S. Prospect A -3BR duplex
S690'mo ♦ utilities.
424 S College - 3BR house
S700/mo ♦ utilities.
322 E Court »2-1BR. S410incl util.
www.bgapartments.com
S Smith Contracting
419-352-8917
1 BR 1/2 block from campus.
129BS College, S375/mo.
Call 419-352-6064
2 BR turn, 12 month or 1 yr lease,
S5l0/mo incl heat, water, sewer,
gas & cable Call 419-494-8208
2 BR/1 bath -Garden Grove Townhouses. S495/mo 12 mo lease ♦ dep,
short term lease avail. 419-353-5891
2BR house, S700'mo + util,
non-smoker, no pets (service
pets accepted!. Call 419-352-0110.
3 BR house, 404 S College
S600/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

4 BR 1 bath house with W/D S DAIV.
on S Summit, avail mid Aug
S830/mo plus util (419)866-9281
426 E Wooster, Large 3 BR apt
great location' Avail Fall 2009
S950/mo. util incl, call 419-352-5882
426 E Wooster, Lg 1 Bdrm.
avail Fall 2009. $475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
5 & 3 BR houses/apls,
available May & August,
Call 419-353-2787 & leave message
6 BR house w/ laundry, 3rd St. BG.
pet friendly, S275/mo per person
CalU 19-308-2676
Avail summer &/or 1st semester
only, see Cartyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm
Basement Apt. Near Campus
S350/mo, util. incl
Call 419-352-5882
BG Apis -818'822 2nd St
2BR. C/A. D/W.
S500-S510/mo * gas & electric.
Smith Apt Rentals
www bgapartments com
419-352-8917
Fifth Street apt. 2BR. 2 bath.
$535/mo ♦ util.
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638
Highland Management
1/2 off rent any month. New Low
Pnces on Specific Properties
Pet friendly, call 419-354-6036.
www bghighlandmgmt com
Summit Hill 414 / 418 S Summit St.
2*BR, A/C. garage, W/TJ remodeled
spacious, pet friendly, new low price'
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands.
Call 419-354-6036
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HOLD EM

TOURNAMENTS

April 4th &5l

• Private entrance
• Patio

Held at the Fraternal Order of
Police lodge located on the Wood
County Fair Grounds at 13800
W. Poe, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

• Spacious kitchen

-FREE HEA1

$50 TOURNAMENTS
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Prottnbl**rfi/fie Itbal County IlumatitS*

• Ground floor ranch

• Pets welcome!

short-term leases avail

«
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brought to you by

1 Bedroom Apartments

www.homecitylce.com

1-800-899-8070

The Daily Crossword Fix

ACROSS

check us out online @
$8 - $14+ an hour!
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March SPECIAL
5% OFF monthly market rate

Saturday 4,tl 1pm & 6pm
Sunday 5**11pm & 6pm
Cash tables Open at 11am

Student Housing for 2009/2010

-Food « DrtnKi Available

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715

fSj

NowOp«n Saljifdly 10-1 fe?

Must be 18 and have valid
Identification for the event
For more information visit:
www.LMARIES.com/WCHS.htm

(419)353-5800

meccabg.com
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NEWS
FARGO
NORTH DAKOTA
their home
to anyone left homeless by
flooding, going so far as to share
their security entry code. When
another couple lost their house,
total strangers showed up at their
hotel with chicken dinners, brownI quilts. Such overwhelming
generosity is synonymous with
North Dakota. As a result, storm
shelters are virtually < ■

ABIDJAN
IVORY COAST
Fans who survived a
deadly stadium stampede
m the Ivory Coast blamed
police yesterday for the
tTagedy. saying security
forces provoked the panic
by tear gassing people
who had nowhere to run.
World soccer body FIFA
called for a prompt investigation into the stampede
Sunday at Abidjan's Felix
Houphouet-Boigny arena,
which killed 19 people and

Madonna and her three children tour a
day care center built by her charity as critics slam her attempt to adopt a second
child from Malawi.
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